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BERG Buddy PRO

Size 
in cm

EAN-code: 8715839053692

A: 110 B: 31,5 C: 50-65 D: 65

Introduction

This junior go-kart is specifically developed for rental in leisure surroundings. For you as rental/recrea-
tional company BERG offers a junior go-kart that is enforced on several positions so the product is 
suitable for heavy use situations. Because the model is suitable for use in leisure BERG offers 1 year 
warranty. Overall the BERG Buddy Pro offers the highest ROI when taken in account competitor 
product’s hidden maintenance costs. If you want quality and no monthly maintenance you should 
choose for the BERG Buddy Pro.

Getting the highest revenue from rental stands apart from the structural improvements in product 
strength. The BERG Buddy Pro is designed to be visually appealing to children so they select the BERG 
Buddy Pro above competitor products even when asked a higher rental price. The product’s age group 
showed to prefer high color contrasts and recognizable human expressions within the graphic design 
of the Buddy Pro. The black & orange coloring of the Buddy Pro beautifully blends with other leisure 
models, such as Gran Tour (family bicycle) and X-Cross (large go-kart). If desirable you as a rental 
company can choose for a leisure product line with a consistent appearance.

Max weight 
user: 50kg
Max length 
user: 1,3m

Parental 
supervision 
required: YES

Cardboard in packaging: 2,5kg Plastic material in packaging: 1kg

Weight
21,5kg Box: 73x68x26 cm (15 on Block-pallet)
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USP’s/technical features

1. Long lifetime leisure tires with thick rubber (with special low wear characteristics)
2. Special enforced stub axle plate, enforced steering rods that move even more freely
3. Can be driven forwards and in reverse, thanks to the BFR-hub
4. Optimum safety, thanks to an automatically operating back-pedal brake (BFR)
5. Optimum safety, thanks to the freewheel (BFR)
6. Many years of driving pleasure, thanks to the adjustable seat (3 positions)
7. Many years of driving pleasure, thanks to the adjustable steering wheel
8. Suitable for kids age 3 to 8!
9. Perfect road holding thanks to swing axle
10. Fast and maneuverable thanks to 12” ball bearing wheels with pneumatic tires
11. Due to its compact design the BERG Buddy Pro is easy to store (straight up position)
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